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Abstract
The valley Zeeman physics of excitons in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides provides
valuable insight into the spin and orbital degrees of freedom inherent to these materials. Being
atomically-thin materials, these degrees of freedom can be influenced by the presence of adjacent
layers, due to proximity interactions that arise from wave function overlap across the 2D interface.
Here, we report 60 T magnetoreflection spectroscopy of the A- and B- excitons in monolayer WS2,
systematically encapsulated in monolayer graphene. While the observed variations of the valley
Zeeman effect for the A- exciton are qualitatively in accord with expectations from the bandgap
reduction and modification of the exciton binding energy due to the graphene-induced dielectric
screening, the valley Zeeman effect for the B- exciton behaves markedly different. We investigate
prototypical WS2/graphene stacks employing first-principles calculations and find that the lower
conduction band of WS2 at the K/K ′ valleys (the CB− band) is strongly influenced by the graphene
layer on the orbital level. Specifically, our detailed microscopic analysis reveals that the conduction
band at the Q point of WS2 mediates the coupling between CB− and graphene due to resonant
energy conditions and strong coupling to the Dirac cone. This leads to variations in the valley
Zeeman physics of the B- exciton, consistent with the experimental observations. Our results
therefore expand the consequences of proximity effects in multilayer semiconductor stacks,
showing that wave function hybridization can be a multi-step energetically resonant process, with
different bands mediating the interlayer interactions. Such effects can be further exploited to
resonantly engineer the spin-valley degrees of freedom in van der Waals and moiré
heterostructures.

1. Introduction

VanderWaals layeredmaterials allow for the assembly
of intentionally designed stacks with a dedicated
topology or functionality [1–6]. A key concept in this
regard are proximity effects, where properties of a
material or an ordered state are transferred from one
layer to another without strongly affecting its elec-
tronic structure [7]. Nevertheless, a direct overlap of
the wave functions in the adjacent layers is required

for the proximity effect to take place. For example,
pristine graphene (Gr) is a gapless Dirac semimetal
with a linear dispersion relation around the K/K ′

points and negligible spin–orbit coupling (SOC) [8]
while proximity effects from adjacent materials may
significantly tailor its properties to acquire a posit-
ive or negative mass [9], spin polarization and SOC
[10–16] or superconductivity [17–20].

In recent years, the interface of Gr with a mono-
layer transition-metal dichalcogenide (ML TMD) has
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received wide attention [9, 11–16, 21–29]. This sys-
temprovides the appealing situation of creating a het-
erojunction between a material with strong SOC (the
ML TMD) and long spin lifetimes (Gr). With respect
to spin physics, particular interest was given to the
topic of proximity induced SOC in Gr due to the
strong SOC of the TMD [9, 11–16, 21–26]. Typically,
proximity effects in the Gr community are theoret-
ically modeled as a perturbation to the low energy
model Hamiltonian of the Dirac cone [3], while keep-
ing thewave functions unmodified (taken as purely pz
orbitals in Gr).

From the perspective of the optical properties of
ML TMDs, engineering the dielectric environment
with hexagonal boron nitride [30–35] or Gr [34, 36,
37], has been shown to be a very efficient path for tun-
able modification of the exciton binding energy (EB)
or sub nm lateral modulation of the TMD band gap
(Eg) [36, 38]. This unprecedented degree of freedom
provides novel functionality with respect to lateral
heterojunctions, a technological feature which is very
hard to realize in conventional semiconductor tech-
nology. In terms of conventional semiconductor spin
physics, changes in the band gap are associated with
strong modifications of the band g-factors, particu-
larly inmaterials with strong SOC [39–41]. Therefore,
it is expected that the ability to modify the band gap
in the TMDs provides a path to tailor its exciton valley
Zeeman effect. Recent state-of-the-art first principles
calculations [42–45] have shown how to properly
evaluate the orbital angular momentum contribution
to the exciton valley Zeeman effect inML TMDs, tak-
ing into account the Bloch functions of conduction
and valence band electrons. Interestingly, the exciton
g-factor depends only weakly on the band gap, while
the band g-factors are indeed more sensitive to Eg
[42], as expected from conventional III–V semicon-
ductors within the k.p framework [41, 46]. While the
valley Zeeman physics in intrinsic monolayers [42–
45, 47–49] and hetero/homo-bilayers [42, 45, 50–
55] is relatively well understood based on the recent
ab initio developments, the influence of finite car-
rier density [56–62] (see also theoretical efforts in
[63, 64]) or the evolution of the (in-plane) spin and
orbital degrees of freedom in multilayered van der
Waals heterostructures [65] still require further work.

In this study, we systematically investigate the
dependence of the 1 s exciton valley Zeeman g-
factor on van der Waals heterostructures of mono-
layer WS2 with graphene. We performed circularly
polarizedmagneto-reflection spectroscopy up to 60 T
on large area films of ML WS2 grown by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). The films were transferred
either directly on SiO2, or were single/double encap-
sulated with monolayer Gr. Clear valley splittings for
the A- and B- excitons (XA,B) are observed, provid-
ing measurements of the associated exciton g-factors

for each assembled structure. While the g-factor of
the XA varies smoothly and consistently with the
band gap renormalization and size of the exciton
wave function, surprisingly the g-factor of XB var-
ies more strongly in magnitude and distinctly non-
monotonic. We explore the microscopic origin of this
behavior with detailed first-principles calculations
on several prototypicalWS2/Gr heterostructures with
different stacking, shifts and twist angles. We show
that theWS2 conduction bands at theQpointmediate
the interaction between the lower conduction band
(CB−) at the K point and the graphene Dirac cone,
leading to distinct changes on the orbital degree of
freedom of CB− and, consequently, on the B- exciton
g-factor. This mediated coupling happens because of
the energetic alignment of the conduction band Q
and CB− at K, which is absent in Mo-based TMDs.
Furthermore, our quantitative account of the dielec-
tric screening effects of Gr to the exciton g-factors
(reduction of the band gap and localization of exciton
wave function) strengthens our picture that the non-
monotonic variations in gA − gB are indeed signa-
tures of the complex interlayer hybridization between
WS2 andGr. Our results therefore expand the concept
of proximity effects, revealing that interlayer wave
function hybridization of adjacent crystalline layers
can happen at different levels (mediated by different
energy bands), a concept that is crucial for under-
standing the spin-valley physics of van der Waals and
moiré heterostructures.

2. Experimentally determined valley
Zeeman effect inWS2/graphene systems

We depict a schematic of the experiment and the
investigated sample stacks in figure 1(a). Large-area
monolayer films of WS2 were grown by CVD on
SiO2/Si or graphene substrates [66–68]. The mono-
layer nature and high quality of these samples were
confirmed by photoluminescence and Raman spec-
troscopy maps [69–71]. The as-grown monolayers
were transferred from the growth substrate to a
Si/SiO2 substrate via standard wet transfer meth-
ods. For the doubly graphene encapsulated WS2
layer, a top graphene layer was wet-transferred on
the WS2/graphene CVD film on the target substrate.
Magneto-reflectance studies were performed at cryo-
genic temperatures (T= 4 K) in a capacitor-driven
65 T pulsed magnet at the National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory in Los Alamos. Details about the
experimental setup can be found in the supplemental
note I [72] and in [30]. A total of three samples of each
batch were investigated with two separate spots on
each of the three samples. Data shown in this manu-
script are typical for each batch and the reported error
bars derive from averages of all experiments done on
each batch.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the low temperature
magneto-reflectivity experiment and investigated sample
stacks. Unpolarized light is focused on the sample with a
single aspheric lens and reflected from the sample surface
into a collection multimode fiber. Left- and right circularly
polarized light is analyzed through a thin film polarizer.
(b) Diagram of the conduction and valence bands close to
the K point of the WS2 Brillouin zone, showing A and B
exciton transitions (XA,B) and the associated orbital angular
momentum (LZ) and spin (SZ) configurations. Spin
up/down bands are separated by spin-orbit splitting∆c,v.
(c) Zero B-field reflection spectra at T= 4K of the samples.
Lines are offset for clarity. (d) XA,B resonances of single and
double encapsulated monolayer WS2 at B=±60 T.
(e) Valley Zeeman splitting of XA, and (f) XB. While the
valley Zeeman splitting of XA evolves smoothly with
increased dielectric screening, the XB valley Zeeman
splitting depends non-monotonically on encapsulation.

We investigate the effect of graphene encapsula-
tion on the exciton binding energy EB and in partic-
ular the evolution of the valley Zeeman effect [73] of
the A and B excitons, depicted in the single-particle
energy diagram of the conduction and valence band
in monolayer TMDs close to the K point of the
Brillouin zone (BZ) (figure 1(b)). These excitons are
observed as dips in the smooth reflection spectra
depicted in figure 1(c) close to 2.05 eV (XA) and
2.45 eV (XB), respectively. No charged exciton fea-
tures can be observed, confirming that the samples
are close to charge-neutrality [74], although no act-
ive carrier control through gates has been employed
here. As such, variations to the valley Zeeman effect
due to resident carriers and the resulting Landau
level physics can be excluded from our conclu-
sions in the following analysis. The energy difference
between XA and XB at zero magnetic field is given
by the difference in the respective exciton binding
energy and the SOC-induced splitting of the con-
duction (∆c) and valence band (∆v). As mentioned

in the introduction, graphene encapsulation success-
ively introduces screening for the interband trans-
itions in the TMD ML. This directly affects the band
gap and EB, causing the excitonic transitions to shift
with varying encapsulation (see figure 1(c)). The
effect of the increased screening on the 2D excitons
can be probed in high field magnetospectroscopy.

In a magnetic field, the exciton energies shift fol-
lowing the relation

∆EA,B(B) = σA,BB
2 +

1

2
τgA,BµBB, (1)

where the diamagnetic shift,

Edia = σB2 = e2⟨r 2⟩1sB2/8mr, (2)

the reduced mass of the exciton is mr = (1/me +
1/mh)

−1 and the exciton ground state rms size is
(r1 =

√
⟨r2⟩1s). τ =±1 is theK/K ′ valley index,µB =

eℏ/2m0 is the Bohr magneton, and gA,B are the valley
Zeeman g-factors of the excitons, related to the relev-
ant energy bands by

gA =2
[
gz(CB

+,K)− gz(VB
+,K)

]
gB =2

[
gz(CB

−,K)− gz(VB
−,K)

]
(3)

with gz(n, k⃗) being the out-of-plane g-factor of the
Bloch band n with wave vector k⃗ (see the relevant
bands in figure 1(b)).

Figure 1(d) shows the reflection spectra of XA,B

for the single and doublyGr-encapsulatedWS2 at zero
and the maximum ±60 T applied magnetic field. A
valley Zeeman splitting of ≈ 12 meV for each, XA,B

resonance, analyzed in detail below, is observed. Both
resonances shift to lower (higher) energy in posit-
ive (negative) fields, indicating a negative g-factor.
The spectral features were fit using complex (absorpt-
ive and dispersive) Lorentzian lineshapes to extract
the transition energy. Although the exact position
of each resonance at zero magnetic field is difficult
to determine precisely due to the smoothly varying
background, the magnetic field dependent shifts can
be exactly determined, as the background is unaf-
fected during the magnetic field pulse. As such, the
diamagnetic shift and the valley Zeeman splitting
can be simply determined from the average and dif-
ference of the exciton B-dependent shift in posit-
ive and negative fields. In the supplemental note II–
IV [72], we provide further details of the dielectric
effects resulting in the decrease of the exciton binding
energy. Figures 1(e) and (f) show the deduced valley
Zeeman splittings for XA and XB, respectively. While
the magnetic moment of the A-exciton smoothly
increases in magnitude with increasing encapsula-
tion, surprisingly, gB evolves in a distinctly non-
monotonic manner. This can be seen in the raw
data of figure 1(f), where clearly the B-exciton of the
double-encapsulated WS2 splits significantly more
than that of the single sided encapsulated TMD. The
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Table 1. Experimentally determined g-factors from the linear
fittings of figures 1(e)–(f). The experimental error is 0.1.

WS2 Gr/WS2 Gr/WS2/Gr

gA −3.8 −4.0 −4.2
gB −3.7 −3.3 −4.5
gA − gB −0.1 −0.7 0.3

collected g-factor values are given in table 1. The
unexpected behavior of the markedly different evolu-
tion of the exciton g-factors, best highlighted through
the difference gA − gB, is the key experimental res-
ult of this study and can only be explained by tak-
ing interface hybridization of the wave functions into
account.

3. Proximitized valley Zeeman physics in
WS2/graphene heterostructures

The interlayer hybridization of different layered
materials is typically dependent on several paramet-
ers such as the lattice mismatch, the twist angle, the
atomic registry, and so on. To investigate proximity
effects in the valley Zeeman physics of WS2/Gr van
der Waals heterostructures, we consider several pro-
totypical systems with different stackings and twist
angles, calculated from first principles. The electronic
properties are calculated via density functional theory
(DFT) using the an all-electron full-potential imple-
mentation within WIEN2k [75], one of the most
accurate DFT codes available [76], which has been
successfully applied to investigate the microscopic
nuances of SOC and spin-phenomena in 2Dmaterials
and their van der Waals heterostructures (including,
but not limited to, Gr and TMDs) [11, 12, 49, 77–81].
The computational details can be found in the sup-
plemental note V [72]. We note that previous DFT
works on TMD and Gr systems have considered dif-
ferent commensurate structures, with different strain
values and twist angles [11, 12, 24, 26, 82–84], and
therefore there is no unique recipe on how to con-
struct the van der Waals heterostructures of TMDs
and Gr. An important point for our analysis is that
onlyGr is strained, so that the observed changes in the
WS2 g-factors arise solely from the interlayer coup-
ling between the twomaterials. Strain effects in the g-
factors of monolayer TMDs have already been invest-
igated in [49], while strain effects in Gr are known to
influence the Fermi velocity of the Dirac cone [85],
leaving other features practically unaltered.

In figure 2(a), we depict the TMD/Gr systems
considered here and contemplate three different
cases: graphene as a substrate (S), graphene encap-
sulation (E) and bilayer graphene as a substrate (S2).
The S and E cases are chosen to mimic the Gr/WS2
and the Gr/WS2/Gr experimental samples discussed
in section 2. The S2 configuration has no experi-
mental counterpart in this study, but it is a typical

structure considered by the Gr community as a plat-
form for proximity-induced SOC effects [86–89]. In
figures 2(b)–(d), we show the atomic structures of
the WS2/Gr supercells for the different twist angles
considered in this study, i.e. 10.9◦ in figure 2(b),
19.1◦ in figure 2(c) and 19.1◦ with an in-plane shift
in figure 2(d). The encapsulated systems have an
additional graphene layer on top of the TMD while
the bilayer graphene cases have a second graphene
layer below, either with AB (Bernal) or AA stack-
ing. Particularly, these two twist angles we consider
here (10.9◦ and 19.1◦) provide a relatively small num-
ber of atoms (see supplemental note V [72] for the
details of all the considered heterostructures) and dif-
ferent folding of k points (see next paragraph). Most
importantly, these two twist angles capture funda-
mental microscopic insights of the interlayer hybrid-
ization physics and act as benchmark cases for us
to draw important conclusions about larger moiré
supercells and other twist angles.

In the reciprocal space, the twist angle defines how
different k points of the individual layers are mapped,
or folded, to the reciprocal space of the supercell. The
first BZ of Gr, WS2 and the resulting supercell are
shown in figures 2(e) and (f) for 10.9◦ and 19.1◦,
respectively. Importantly, the relative alignment of
the K points in TMD and Gr happen at different pos-
itions for the two different angles, thus serving as
the limiting cases for our analysis of the interlayer
coupling effect. In realistic systems with long moiré
lengths in real space (10 s of nm), many more BZs of
the supercell would fit in the TMD and Gr BZs and
therefore many more k points of the individual layers
would be folded to a single k point of the supercell BZ.

The folding of the different k points, as well
as the interactions between the layers, can be dir-
ectly seen in the electronic properties (akin to elec-
tronic levels interacting via weak periodic potentials
[90]). In figures 2(g) and (h) we show the layer-
resolved band structures for 10.9S and 19.1S cases,
respectively. It is evident that these two choices of
twist angle provide different alignments between the
low energy TMD bands and the Dirac cone, i.e. for
10.9◦ (19.1◦) the TMD bands are located at the
K point and the Dirac cone is located at the Γ
(K) point, in agreement with the expectations from
figures 2(e) and (f). Furthermore, besides the fold-
ing of k points, the interlayer coupling between WS2
and Gr induces splittings to the energy bands, more
visible in the regions where dark and bright blue
regions overlap. The valence bands VB± are nicely
isolated from the other bands, whereas the conduc-
tion bands CB± (indicated by the black rectangles,
expanded as the inset) show a different behavior,
particularly, the folding of the Q point conduction
bands to the K point in the 19.1S case. We highlight
the spin orientation of these folded Q bands in the
inset and they exhibit the same spin direction as in
the CB−.
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Figure 2. (a) Different configurations of the WS2/Gr van der Waals heterostructures considered in our study: S (substrate),
E (encapsulated) and S2 (bilayer substrate). Commensurate supercells for the (b) 10.9◦, (c) 19.1◦ and (d) 19.1◦ with a shift in the
S configuration. Hexagonal Brillouin zones for the (e) 10.9◦ and (f) 19.1◦ twist angles (graphene has the largest Brillouin zone,
followed by WS2 and by the supercell). The circles indicate the folding of the TMD and Gr K valleys to the supercell Brillouin
zone. Electronic band structures with Gr/WS2 layer decomposition for the (g) 10.9S and (h) 19.1S studied cases. The Fermi
energy is shown by the horizontal dashed line. The relative positions of the TMD and Gr K valleys are consistent with figures
(e)–(f). The insets show a zoom of the conduction bands CB± with their associated spin expectation value (red ↑ and blue ↓,
calculated via equation (6)). In-plane dipole transition amplitudes around the K valley for optical transitions originating
from the WS2 top valence bands, VB±, for the (i) 10.9S and (j) 19.1S cases. The dipole transition amplitude is given by

|P+|2 =
∣∣∣〈v, k⃗ |σ̂+ · p⃗ | c, k⃗

〉∣∣∣2, with σ̂+ = (x̂+ îy)/
√
2, and is normalized by the VB+ ↔ CB+ value directly at the K point. The

(green) open circles depict the probability density of the exciton envelope function (details in supplemental note IV [72]).

In figures 2(i) and (j) we focus on the energy scale
of the conduction bands CB± that are contained in
the insets in figures 2(g) and (h). The color code,
from gray to orange, indicates the amplitude of the
dipole transition from the VB± with σ+ circularly
polarized light, in order to identify the optical trans-
itions that contribute to XA,B. Our calculations show
that the selection rules still hold in the heterostruc-
ture and, more importantly, that the Q point folded
bands are optically inactive. The exciton spreading in
k-space is also shown (using the calculated values of
the Gr/WS2 case, discussed in section II with details
in supplemental note IV [72]) and reveals that only
a small region around the K point is relevant, in line
with robust GW and Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)
calculations in bare monolayers [91]. Therefore, we
can investigate the signatures of the WS2/Gr hybrid-
ization by simply computing the g-factors of CB± and
VB± directly at the K points of the heterostructure.

In order to investigate themodified valley Zeeman
physics due to the microscopic effects of WS2/Gr
interlayer hybridization and its signature on the
experimentally observed exciton g-factors (given in
equation (3)), we must evaluate the Zeeman shift of
the Bloch band (generally identified by the index n
and crystal momentum k⃗):

Ezs(n, k⃗) =
[
Lz(n, k⃗)+ Sz(n, k⃗)

]
µBB

= gz(n, k⃗)µBB , (4)

where B is the external magnetic field (in the
out-of-plane direction, z, as in figure 1(a), and
Lz(n, k⃗), Sz(n, k⃗) and gz(n, k⃗) are the orbital angu-
lar momenta, spin angular momenta and g-factor of
the Bloch band, respectively. The calculation of the
orbital angular momentum in the out-of-plane dir-
ection, Lz(n, k⃗) for a Bloch state is obtained via the
summation-over-bands approach [42–46, 49, 92]

Lz(n, k⃗) =
1

im0

∑
m ̸=n

Pn,m,⃗k
x Pm,n,⃗k

y −Pn,m,⃗k
y Pm,n,⃗k

x

E(n, k⃗)− E(m, k⃗)
, (5)

in which Pn,m,⃗k
α =

〈
n, k⃗

∣∣pα∣∣m, k⃗
〉
(α= x,y,z), with p⃗

being the momentum operator, and the spin angular
momentum is calculated as

Sz(n, k⃗) =
〈
n, k⃗

∣∣σ̂z

∣∣n, k⃗〉 , (6)

with σz the Pauli matrix acting on the spin-up and
spin-down states of the spinorial Bloch state. We note
that, because of time-reversal symmetry, the relation
O(n,−k⃗) =−O(n, k⃗) holds forO= Lz,Sz,gz. For fur-
ther details on this theoretical approach applied to
TMDs, we refer to [42–45, 49].

The calculated orbital and spin angular momenta
of the CB± and VB± bands are shown in figures 3(a)
and (b), respectively, for the investigated WS2/Gr
heterostructures. Our results reveal that Lz of CB

−,
highlighted by the gray area in figure 3(a), is dis-
tinctly modified, either increasing or decreasing with

5
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Figure 3. (a) Orbital angular momentum, Lz , and (b) spin angular momentum, Sz , for the relevant energy bands CB± and VB±.
The shaded area in panel (a) highlight the origin of the proximity valley Zeeman, an effect on the orbital level that modifies the
orbital angular momentum of the lowest conduction band CB−. The line color and style in panels (a)–(b) follow the schematics
of figure 1(b). (c) Calculated exciton g-factors, gA and gB, for the different WS2/Gr systems considered. Because of the changes in
Lz of CB−, only the gB is modified, leaving gA essentially unaltered. For the x-axis, the 19.1S’ case corresponds to 19.1◦ with an
in-plane shift (figure 2(d)) and the S2AB or S2AA cases correspond to the 19.1S case with a second Gr layer underneath in order
to generate a bilayer graphene substrate with AB (Bernal) or AA stacking.

respect to the monolayer value depending on the par-
ticular system. The orbital angular momenta of the
remaining bands (VB± and CB+) barely changes.
Additionally, we have not observed any changes in
the spin angular momenta of the investigated bands.
Combining the Lz and Sz of the energy bands,
we can evaluate the A and B exciton g-factors via
equation (3). The calculated values of gA and gB are
shown in figure 3(c). While gA is essentially constant,
gB is visibly changing (due to Lz of CB−), reveal-
ing that there are indeed sizable contributions to the
valley Zeeman of excitons arising from the inter-
layer coupling betweenWS2 and Gr layers. Therefore,
we attribute the experimentally observed changes of
gA − gB (table 1) to manifestations of the interlayer
hybridization at the Gr/WS2 interface. We note that
the monolayer thickness is slightly modified when
we perform the atomic relaxation of the heterostruc-
ture, but this effect is not responsible for the drastic
changes in gA − gB (see supplemental note V [72] for
this comparison). Furthermore, we emphasize that
our numerical calculations for Lz are fully converged
with respect to the number of bands (see in supple-
mental note V [72] the comparison of monolayer and
the 19.1E case).

At a first glance, it may seem counter intuitive
that the largest change of the g-factor originates from
the orbital degree of freedom of the conduction band
CB−. In figure 4(a) we show the wave function local-
ization in theWand S atomic spheres for pristineWS2
monolayer including SOC. The conduction bands,
CB±, at the K point are highly localized at the W
atoms, while valence bands, VB±, are more delocal-
ized across the layer towards the S atoms. Since VB±

bands aremore delocalized, onemight expect them to
bemore sensitive to the effect of the adjacent layers. In
fact, the percentage of the wave function that ‘leaks’
to the Gr layer is larger for VB± bands, as shown in
figure 4(b). Nevertheless, the largest changes to the
band g-factors are observed for CB−, as shown in
figure 3(a). Interestingly, the spin degree of freedom

of CB− band in W-based TMDs is also the most
affected by strain [49].

We now turn to the central aspect of our theoret-
ical analysis, i.e. the microscopic mechanism behind
the changes in Lz of CB

−. For this purpose, we per-
formed a detailed investigation of the orbital com-
position of the low energy bands CB± and VB±. The
monolayerWS2 is summarized in figures 4(c) and (d)
(SOC is neglected to simplify the visualization) and
gives us the base values to compare with the invest-
igated heterostructures. The conduction (valence)
bands at the K point are dominated by dz2 (dx2−y2,xy)
atomic orbitals of the W atom [73] while conduc-
tion bands at the Q point are mainly composed of
dx2−y2,xy orbitals of the W atom. The p-like orbit-
als of the S atoms also provide a visible contribu-
tion, particular for the valence band at the K point
and conduction bands at the Q point. In figure 4(e)
we present the contribution of d-like (p-like) orbit-
als in W (S) atoms of the band CB− for the different
WS2/Gr systems, considering the monolayer case as
reference. Surprisingly, we observe a decrease of the
dz2 character of the W atom, accompanied with an
increase of the dx2−y2,xy character of the W atom and
p-like character (px,y and pz) of the S atoms, consistent
with the orbital signature of the conduction band at
the Q point. The full orbital decomposition analysis
is shown in the supplemental note VI [72]. For the
19.1◦ cases, besides the folding of the Q bands to the
K point, theseQ bands also have a strong coupling to
theGrDirac cone, as shown in figure 4(f) for the first-
orderUmklapp condition [22, 23, 93], thusmediating
the coupling between CB− and Gr states. A direct sig-
nature of such coupling between Q bands and the Gr
Dirac cone is the drastic change of the orbital angu-
lar momentum of the folded Q bands, accompanied
with increased contributions of the Gr atomic spheres
(on the order of 1%–3%). These details are given
in the supplemental note X [72]. Therefore, we can
summarize the hybridization mechanism as follow-
ing: theTMDconduction bands at theQpoints (more

6
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Figure 4. (a) Band structure of WS2 monolayer showing the
spread of the wave function over W and S atomic spheres
with SOC. The dashed horizontal line connecting the
Q− and CB− bands indicate the resonant energy condition.
Conduction bands at the Q point have a much larger
spin splitting (indicated by Q+ and Q− bands).
(b) Contribution of Gr atomic spheres (mainly pz orbitals)
to the CB± and VB± bands of the studied WS2/Gr systems.
Band structure of WS2 monolayer without SOC showing
the majority orbital contributions from the (c) W atom
(d2x − y2,xy and d2z ) and (d) S atoms (px,y and pz). The
size of circles indicate the contribution. (e) Orbital
decomposition of CB− band for the WS2/Gr
heterostructures investigated. The detailed orbital analysis
of the CB± and VB± is shown in supplemental note VI
[72]. (f) First BZ of a TMDmonolayer with the arrows
indicating the position in k-space of the first-order
coupling to the Dirac cone [22, 23, 93] as function of the
twist angle (from 0◦ to 60◦). Open and closed circles
indicate the Q- bands with opposite spin orientation. The
solid (dashed) lines indicate zero (−5%) strain. The red
squares indicate the 10.9◦ and 19.1◦. The 19.1◦ case lies
within the range of the Q- band.

delocalized than K point bands) strongly couple with
the Dirac cone in Gr (which host large g-factor values
[94]) and then hybridize with the TMD conduction
bands at the K point. Because of the nearly reson-
ant condition (horizontal dashed line in figure 4(a))
and spin selectivity of foldedQ bands and CB− bands
(inset in figure 2(h)), the orbital angular momentum
of CB− can be strongly altered and thus the valley
Zeeman physics of the B exciton is more suscept-
ible to changes. These unexpected proximity effects
in the conduction bands of TMDs are also present in
other van derWaals heterostructures. For instance, in
TMDs coupled to ferromagnetic materials [95–99],
the proximity-induced exchange splitting is also quite
complex and can be stronger in the conduction band

depending on the particular geometry and stacking of
the heterostructure.

We emphasize that the orbital angular
momentum is not evaluated locally in the atomic
spheres, but takes into account the whole spread of
the wave function in the heterostructure, embed-
ded in the transition matrix elements that enter
the summation-over-bands expression of Lz in
equation (5). The orbital decomposition analysis in
figure 4 and supplemental note VI [72] provides a
compact way of visualizing the spreading of the wave
function throughout the system and which bands
from the original Gr and TMD layer are hybridiz-
ing in the heterostructure. In terms of perturbative
approaches and effective models, the orbital decom-
position analysis extracted from DFT provides valu-
able microscopic insight on the type of perturbation
order and coupling mechanism behind the observed
effects (such as changes in Lz or Sz). For instance, a
direct contribution of Gr states would encode some
type of first order coupling, not necessarily lead-
ing to effective changes of the spin and/or orbital
angular momenta (as in the case of the 10.9E sys-
tem, which shows the largest contribution of Gr
states to VB±). On the other hand, the modifica-
tion of the orbital decomposition within the TMD
would encode higher order processes (virtual inter-
layer tunneling [23, 25]). It is beyond the scope of
this study to provide a full account of this physical
phenomena in terms of effective models, such as per-
formed in [22, 23, 25], but, instead, reveal the under-
lying microscopic picture within DFT, similarly to
[24, 26].

We have also analyzed the reduced exciton masses
extracted directly from the DFT calculations, presen-
ted in figure 5(a), and found that the reducedmass for
the A exciton barely changes while for the B exciton
the reduced mass changes 0.005me, which are still
rather weak to be clearly visible in experiments [33].
Moreover, we inspected the variations in the relevant
energy scales Eg, ∆c and ∆v (defined in figure 1(b)).
We found that the band gap varies by ∼15 meV, ∆c

varies ∼2 meV and∆v varies ∼6 meV for the differ-
ent systems, which are relatively small changes. The
associated correction to the g-factor due to variations

in Eg is on the order of∆Eg/Eg≈10−2, certainly smal-
ler than the observed changes in figure 3. These small
contributions originating from the energy parameters
provide further support to our picture that changes in
gB are indeedmanifestations of the complex nature of
wave function hybridization across the different lay-
ers in the van derWaals heterostructure [4–6]. Finally,
we note that effective masses and transition matrix
elements are essentially unaffected over the different
WS2/Gr systems investigated (see figures 2(i) and (j)
and figure 5(a)), providing further support to the per-
spective that Gr alters the exciton binding energies on

7
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Figure 5. (a) Effective masses for A and B excitons derived from first principles. (b) Band gap Eg, and spin-orbit splittings (c)∆c

and (d)∆v, as defined schematically in figure 1(b).

Figure 6. (a) Band structure of MoS2 monolayer showing the spread of the wave function over Mo and S atomic spheres with
SOC. The dashed horizontal line starting at the Q- band indicate the off-resonant energy condition to the CB± bands.
(b) Calculated exciton g-factors, gA and gB, for the different MoS2/Gr systems considered.

the dielectric level [34, 36, 100] (see also discussions
in section 2 and supplemental note III [72]).

With this microscopic understanding, it would be
interesting to consider a limiting scenario in which
the modification of the valley Zeeman physics medi-
ated by the Q point folded bands is essentially sup-
pressed, thus isolating the direct contribution of Gr.
Unlike monolayer WS2, shown in figures 3(a)–(c),
in Mo-based TMD monolayers the Q point con-
duction bands above the K valleys [101, 102] and
therefore we expect this resonant coupling to be
strongly suppressed in MoX2/Gr (X = S,Se) systems.
In order to verify this hypothesis and strengthen our
understanding discussed above, we have analyzed the
10.9S and 19.1S cases for MoS2/Gr heterostructures
and summarize our findings in figure 6 (with fur-
ther details given in supplemental note VIII [72]).
Because the Q bands (either Q− or Q+) are ener-
getically out-of-resonance with respect to the CB±

bands (figure 6(a)), we found no significant changes
to the exciton g-factors when comparing the mono-
layer with the 10.9S and 19.1S MoS2/Gr heterostruc-
tures, shown in figure 6(b), in line with our under-
standing thatQ point bands are crucial tomediate the
interaction between Dirac cone of Gr and theK point
bands of the TMD. We also note that the Q-folded
bands of MoS2 are drastically changed by the coup-
ling with Gr Dirac electron (see supplemental note X
[72]), but there is no energetic resonance to effectively
transfer the orbital angular momentum to K-point
bands.

4. Modified valley Zeeman physics by
graphene as a dielectric

To complete our analysis, we investigate the modi-
fication of the valley Zeeman physics of WS2 mono-
layer due to the influence of Gr on the dielectric level,
motivated by the fact that the binding energy, EB,
and the exciton emission energy can be well explained
in terms of dielectric screening effects [34, 36, 100]
(see also section 2 and supplemental note III [72]).
There are two relevant effects related to the influ-
ence of the dielectric screening on the exciton emis-
sion energy: (i) the band gap reduction (rigid band
shift) [34, 103], which is ∼0.15(0.3) eV [36] in the
Gr/WS2 (Gr/WS2/Gr) case; and (ii) the localization
of the exciton wave function in k-space (increase of
the exciton radius in real space), which can be directly
extracted from our calculations (see table III in sup-
plemental note IV [72] for the changes in the FWHM
of the exciton envelope function).We note that recent
experiments have shown that the measured band and
exciton g-factors agree remarkably well with DFT cal-
culations without excitonic corrections [104, 105].
However, it is in principle expected that excitonic
effects renormalize the exciton g-factors by aver-
aging the spin and orbital degrees of freedom around
the K valleys [43, 106–110]. In order to provide
a cohesive and comprehensive picture of the valley
Zeeman physics, we explore the consequences of the
band gap reduction and wave function localization
by considering a pristine monolayer WS2 (with a lat-
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Table 2. Calculated exciton g-factors for pristine WS2 monolayer
within DFT for different values of scissor shifts to simulate the
effect of band gap reduction.

Scissor shift (eV)

0.0 −0.2 −0.4

gA −3.72 −3.77 −3.82
gB −3.74 −3.79 −3.85
gA − gB 0.02 0.02 0.03

tice parameter of 3.153 Å and thickness of 3.14 Å
[101], without any relaxation from the heterostruc-
ture). The DFT calculations provide the fundamental
information for the g-factors and effective masses of
the low-energy bands (see figure 1(b) for the rel-
evant bands). The exciton wave functions are cal-
culated within the effective Bethe-Salpeter equation
in k-space using the DFT effective masses as input
(details in supplemental note IV [72]). The compu-
tational details for the DFT calculations can be found
in the supplemental note V [72].

The band gap reduction due to the increased
dielectric screening can be taken into account, á la k.p
method, by applying a scissor shift to the calculated
DFT band gap, i.e. a negative rigid energy shift to all
conduction bands. These shifts are then incorporated
in the energy differences that appear in the expression
for the orbital angular momentum in equation (5). In
table 2, we present the calculated exciton g-factors for
scissor shifts of 0, −0.2 and −0.4 eV. The g-factors
gA and gB become∼0.1 more negative as we decrease
the band gap by −0.4 eV. On the other hand, the
difference gA − gB is rather small (∼10−2) and barely
changes with the applied scissor shift. Therefore, the
reduced band gap due to increased dielectric screen-
ing in WS2/Gr heterostructures is unlikely to drastic-
ally modify the quantity gA − gB. We point out that
our calculated g-factors given in table 2 are in excel-
lent agreement with the experimental values given
table 1 for the WS2 case, which is consistent with the
previous reports comparing DFT-based calculations
with experimentally determined band and exciton g-
factors in WSe2 [104] and WS2 [105]. We point out
that the scissor shift procedure we used here may not
capture the complete physics behind the band gap
renormalization. For instance, this approach excludes
non-local effects of the screening potential and pos-
sible renormalization effects in the momentum mat-
rix elements that are present in more refined GW
calculations [45, 64].

The effect of the dielectric screening on the spa-
tial extension of the exciton wave function and how it
translates to the exciton g-factor can be investigated
by the following relation [43, 108, 109]

gX = 2

ˆ
d⃗k

[
gz(c, k⃗)− gz(v, k⃗)

]∣∣∣Fc,v(⃗k)∣∣∣2 (7)

in which X is the exciton state generated by the con-
duction band, c, and valence band, v, described by the
envelope function Fc,v(⃗k), with wave vector k⃗ centered
at the K valley. Since the 1 s exciton envelope func-
tion in our approximation has a radial symmetry, we
also consider such dependence for the g-factors, as
discussed in supplemental note IX [72]. We summar-
ize our results in table 3. The absolute values of both
gA and gB become less negative, providing a worse
comparison with experiments (considering the WS2
case as reference, shown in table 1), but consistent
with the renormalization effects observed in previ-
ous theoretical works [43, 106]. More importantly,
the difference gA − gB remains quite small and barely
changes with the increased dielectric confinement.
Furthermore, the calculated values of gA and gB are
consistent whether we use the DFTmasses or the cor-
rected values (increased by∼13% to approach exper-
imental values [35]). Interestingly, the calculated g-
factor change from the WS2 to the Gr/WS2/Gr case
is 0.25 (0.29) for the A (B) excitons, which is in line
with the experimental value of 0.29 (0.33). Our ana-
lysis suggest that the observed changes in gA − gB do
not originate from the dielectric effect on the exciton
wave function. Our calculations here strongly rely on
the charge-neutral character of the samples, other-
wise substrate screening effect in the presence of free
carriers could have a stronger impact on the neutral
exciton g-factors [64].

Besides the dielectric effects, it is also worth
mentioning the possible role of strain that could
be present in the WS2/Gr heterostructures due to
the growth process. Typically, the reminiscent strain
from the fabrication procedure was be estimated to
be on the order of ±0.5% [111, 112]. Furthermore,
recent calculations [49] have shown that in mono-
layer TMDs, gA and gB do not deviate from each other
unless there is a sizable amount of compressive strain
> 2%, leading to gA − gB > 0, which is accompanied
with a reduction of the magnitude in both g-factors,
i.e. gA and gB become less negative. This level of strain
is very unlikely to be present in our samples, as this
would be easily noticeable in the exciton energy (shifts
due to strain are typically on the order of 100meV/%)
[102, 113].

We wrap up our theoretical analysis by emphas-
izing that the calculated dielectric effects of band
gap reduction and exciton wave function localization
are able to explain the monotonic behavior of the
observed g-factors (they becomemore negative as the
dielectric confinement increases). On the other hand,
the drastic changes observed in gA − gB (from negat-
ive to positive) can only be explained by our first prin-
ciples calculations (section 3) including the micro-
scopic effect of the interlayer coupling between WS2
and graphene, which ultimately translates to changes
in gB originating from the orbital degree of freedom
of the lower conduction band CB−.
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Table 3. Calculated exciton g-factors for pristine WS2 monolayer including the effects of the exciton wave function localization in
k-space. The calculations with DFT effective masses and corrected (Corr.) masses (∼13% increase to reach experimental values) are
shown.

WS2 Gr/WS2 Gr/WS2/Gr

DFT gA −3.21 −3.37 −3.46
mass gB −3.15 −3.34 −3.44

gA − gB −0.06 −0.03 −0.02

Corr. gA −3.13 −3.32 −3.42
mass gB −3.06 −3.28 −3.39

gA − gB −0.07 −0.04 −0.03

5. Concluding remarks

In summary, we reveal signatures of proximity-
enhanced valley Zeeman physics, detected through
high fieldmagneto optical spectroscopy on the A- and
B-exciton of Gr-encapsulated ML WS2. We investig-
ate the markedly different evolution of the XA and
XB g-factors through first principles calculations by
exploring different prototypical scenarios of the twist
angle, stacking, and material composition. We reveal
that the proximity effect due to the Gr-encapsulation
mainly appears in the lowest K-point CB of WS2
(CB−) due to the modification of the orbital angu-
lar momentum, while the spin angular momentum is
nearly unaffected. We reveal a mechanism, where the
hybridization of the CB Q-point with CB− is medi-
ated by the Gr Dirac cone and enhanced through
commensurate stacking and the energetic alignment
of the conduction bands at the Q- and K-point. This
is a multi-step hybridization process involving differ-
ent bands mediating the interlayer interactions.

We expect that interlayer hybridization effects due
to commensurate band-folding are general for van
der Waals and moiré heterostructures, also affect-
ing spin dynamics at such interfaces. Particularly, we
show how sensitive the g-factor is to the detailed
nuances of the wave function hybridization, ulti-
mately translated to the orbital degree of freedom
in a non-intuitive manner. We therefore expand the
concept of proximity effects in these heterostructures
and show how magneto-optical experiments com-
bined with first principles calculations can be used
as a tool to quantify wave function hybridization.
Future work may exploit the possibility to reson-
antly tune the coupling across layers via external elec-
tric fields, long-range moiré scales and mechanical
deformations.
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